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Initial Coin Offerings Due Diligence 

Initial Public Offerings (“IPO”), private equity funding, bank loans and crowdfunding - a method 

of raising capital in small amounts via social media are just a few methods for raising capital. In 

the last several years however, Initial Coin Offerings (“ICO”) have taken center stage and 

enticed many investors with promises of quadruple digit rate of returns. ICO’s often involve 

block chain technology and digital currency called cryptocurrency. ICO’s, like all investment 

opportunities, can be deceptive by design and require thorough due diligence.  

Cryptocurrencies are a medium of exchange created and stored electronically in a blockchain 

network. Cryptocurrencies use encryption algorithms (methodology to convert data into code 

based on mathematical equations) to control the creation or transfer of monetary units called 

tokens. Many crypto currency tokens are “mined”. Mining computers work towards solving a 

complicated mathematical puzzle based on previous transactions, most often to validate a 

transfer of cryptocurrency. When the mining company computers are successful in solving the 

next portion of the puzzle first, the company is rewarded with a quantity of new cryptocurrency 

tokens, even though the company was not involved in the transfer of tokens.  

 Examples of Cryptocurrency The two largest cryptocurrencies by aggregate value are Bitcoin 

(BTC) $133.7B and Ethereum (ETH) $46.7B. Bitcoin was born in 2009 as the first virtual 

currency. It promises lower transactions fees compared to traditional online payment platforms 

like (Western Union) and operates on a decentralized platform unlike government issued 

currencies. The Ethereum network, launched in 2015 with an ICO, not only is a cryptocurrency, 

but also provides other functions that leverage blockchain technology.Ethereum is a protocol 

coin, meaning applications can be built onto the Ethereum network as opposed to only being a 

form of currency. 

Blockchain technology was developed as the underlying technology for which many 

cryptocurrencies are managed. A blockchain is a distributed digital ledger (a record of 

transactions) that is duplicated across a network of thousands of computers. Blockchains are 

continually updated as cryptocurrency transactions are added. Computers connected to a 

blockchain network (called nodes) verify each recorded transaction and add the transaction to 

the chain. 

Due to their decentralized nature, blockchains do not require a central authority or third party to 

verify a transaction and are extremely difficult to compromise. This makes the technology 

attractive for other applications beyond cryptocurrencies such as cross-border payments, 

settling trades, voting, legal contracts, storage of medical records and tracking of inventory.  

Below is a simple transaction using cryptocurrency blockchains: 
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Blockchain transactions are generally anonymous, in that the owner / transferor of fund and the 

recipient of funds are not identified or reported to any authority. 

Types of ICO’s 

ICO’s can take several forms but the main types are startup companies that are utilizing 

cryptocurrencies as a means of acquiring capital investment.  

An ICO might accept popular cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or Ethereum as its capital from 

investors and in return develop their own unique cryptocurrency with the hope that their network 

will become as popular as Bitcoin’s. Another type of ICO is a startup company that receives 

investment capital in the form of cryptocurrency, for use in the development of its new product 

or service. The startup, in return, will issue the investor a token (s) (internal currency to the ICO 

ecosystem) that may provide a form of credit that can be redeemed or used to purchase the 

product or service that is being developed or can be traded in the cryptocurrency market.  

 Example: Filecoin is an anticipated storage solution using decentralized block chain 

technology. In 2017, Filecoin’s ICO became the largest token sale in history, collecting 

$257 million in contributions.1 The Filecoin token given to investors will be used to pay 

for storage, retrieval, and transactions in the network.  

 

 

                                                           
1 https://filecoin.io/ 
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ICO Growth 

ICO’s in the last several years have grown exponentially. According to coindesk.com there were 

343 ICO’s in 2017 raising USD $5.482 billion. This is a dramatic increase from the 43 ICO’s that 

raised $256m in token sales in 2016 (2043% increase). 2  

 

 

Fraud Schemes 

An unfortunate aspect of the ICO market is that there have been numerous incidents of ICO 
scams. Fraudulent ICOs usually come in the form of an impressive looking crowd sale page with 
a compelling story of a fictitious project for which scammers are raising funds. Vague and 
technical white papers are typically the only source of information about the company and 
product. Once investors send funds to the project’s cryptocurrency address, the scammers 
disappear with the funds when their fictitious sale has ended. These are similar to the real 
estate scams of the 1960’s and 1970’s where sale of Florida properties occurred without 
verifying the asset. In reality, the land was located in worthless swamps. This technique was 
used notably by the Gulf American Land Corp. in the communities of Cape Coral and Golden 
Gate Estates, Florida.3 

Cryptocurrencies have attracted an outsize attention in the media, in part due to the volatility of 

prices and the novelty of a “new asset class” represented by ICOs.  This attention has also 

attracted a fraudulent element, in some cases (or more frankly, liars and thieves). There is a 

concern that criminals will use ICO’s as a vehicle for money laundering. The scheme would 

involve converting illicit gains into cryptocurrency and then invest in an ICO in return for the ICO 

token. The fraudster would sell the ICO token on the cryptocurrency market. 

ICO’s, similar to penny stocks, are being endorsed by celebrities. Companies looking to raise 

awareness of an upcoming ICO’s have approached celebrities to endorse their new token.  For 

                                                           
2 https://www.coindesk.com/ico-tracker/ 
3 https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/FSupp/337/256/1469612/ 
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example, Dallas-based AriseBank for its March 2017 ICO claimed to be raising $600 million in 

AriseCoin cryptocurrency. AriseBank purportedly had Evander Holyfield, the former boxing 

heavyweight champion, endorse its product. AriseBank falsely stated that it had purchased an 

FDIC bank that would offer FDIC backed accounts. Both founders Jared Rice Sr. and Stanley 

Ford had prior criminal convictions including robbery and theft. In early January 2018 the SEC 

alleged AriseBank illegally offered and sold unregistered securities, halted the AriseBank ICO 

process and seized physical and digital assets.4, 5 

On September 29, 2017, the SEC charged Maksim Zaslavskiy and his ICO companies, REcoin 

Group Foundation and DRC World (also known as Diamond Reserve Club) for allegedly 

defrauding investors. Zaslavskiy claimed investor capital of USD $2 to $4 million was backed by 

real estate and diamond investments. The SEC stated that Mr. Zaslavskiy did not have any 

investments in real estate or diamonds and only $300,000 was raised. No actual business 

activity was conducted by the ICO companies on behalf of the investors.6 

According to a Wall Street Journal study, 271 of 1450 ICO’s reviewed, had red flags of potential 

misrepresentation or fraud totaling up to $273 million in losses. Red flags included non-existent 

management teams, documents taken/copied from other ICO’s, or unattainable or false 

payouts.7 

 

ICO Due Diligence 

Hopefully you now have a basic understanding of ICO’s and underlying concepts. What do we 

need to do to ensure proper due diligence (and avoid the liars and thieves, as well as poorly 

designed businesses and poor business plans)? 

For an IPO, the company must supply investors with information about the company 

(prospectus and S-1) such as financial condition, historical financial statements, terms of 

securities sold, and management background.  

In contrast, it appears that many ICO’s have temporarily bypassed regulators allowing for a 

quick and cost effective way for companies to generate capital without having to disclose 

information to the potential investor (the information the investor should want to make a prudent 

decision). Investors must rely on the information that the ICO is willing to provide. The potential 

return on investment (ROI) may not be described in detail and the time frame for the ROI can be 

ambiguous. As described above, numerous fraudulent ICO’s have spawned in part due to the 

lack of information needed and the hype associated with cryptocurrencies and ICO’s – and the 

willingness of investors motivated by high returns and compelled by the need for quick action to 

forego reasonable and prudent due diligence.  

                                                           
4 Texas Lawbook, “SEC Charges Dallas Crypto-Currency Biz with Fraud” 
5 https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2018-8 
6 https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-185-0 
7 https://www.wsj.com/articles/buyer-beware-hundreds-of-bitcoin-wannabes-show-hallmarks-of-fraud-
1526573115?shareToken=ste6685a5256484beba8895132c1282166&ref=article_email_share 
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Before investors decide to infuse capital into an ICO, they should perform due diligence 

(product, financial, ‘know your target’, and legal) on the project and owners proportionate to the 

investment.   

Know Your Target 

Similar to Know Your Customer due diligence in banking, investors should find out as much as 
possible about the ICO and its leadership team (remember AriseBank!!).  

Conduct a background investigation of the company and its majority owners. The investigation 
should include civil (pending litigation), criminal records, bankruptcy searches of the owners and 
related companies. If the initial search concludes that the subjects have lived for a long period of 
time in multiple locations, or internationally, the same investigation should be conducted in each 
location. As part of the “know your target” due diligence, find out if they have experience in this 
industry. Although obtaining references is a good idea, an independent search and interview of 
former clients (that were not given as references) is advisable. Verify that the management 
team actually exists and that they are knowing and willing participants in the ICO. In the Wall 
Street Journal article mentioned above, famous team members utilized as part of ICO’s for their 
experience and knowledge in some cases were unaware their photos and bios were being used 
to solicit investors. 

Financial Due Diligence 

Request financial information for the ICO and members/owners such as current financial 
statements of the company, bank statements, ICO budgets and projected costs and revenue 
streams. Support for the financial information should also be requested and reviewed in-depth 
comparing to similar projects (competitors if any) if possible.  

The white and yellow papers associated with ICO’s are typically full of technical jargon and 
information that may or may not be legitimate or even feasible. If possible, consult with an 
expert in the applicable field to determine if the information makes sense and the project has 
potential to succeed. Additionally, it is highly recommended to research peer reviews of the ICO 
in forums and chat rooms; but do not stop there as positive hype can be fraudulently generated. 
Review Twitter, Reddit and other altcoin forums. 

The due diligence on ICO’s would appear daunting. Due to the relative newness and lack of 
regulations, information on individual ICO’s is limited to what the ICO members provide.  Block 
chain technology projects can be confusing to non-technical investors which increases their risk. 
Since ICO’s that do not want to be regulated cannot issue an item that would be considered a 
security, ownership interests in and tangible returns on your potential investment are opaque. 
Good old fashioned “gum shoe” investigations, both financial and non-financial, are critical in 
any type of investment (joint venture, merger, loan, securities).  

To quote the 1998 movie about professional poker players called Rounders starring Matt 

Damon, “you can't lose what you don't put in the middle” meaning that if your upfront due 

diligence does not give you the assurance you need “give yourself an out” and walk away. Prior 

to investing in an ICO, a prudent investor should consult an attorney with experience in the 

area, and a financial advisor with experience in investigations. 


